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bill dimichele
FROM: HEART ON THE RIGHT
1.
it starts with nothing
luminosity
reemerges from a seed
star maps are broadcast
caravans
disperse an entire cosmos
the numbers of far distant cantatas
earlier searches have failed
pointing to birth defects
and snowdomes
the pathologist in his
post mortem to interpret
and compare
see me breathing
god and adam
2.
because i knew a shade
exhumed from a summertime
followed the quest down
through the radio dimmings
echoes of stone
ashes from the furnace
one’s a felony
the other a cloudburst
3.
light saying greedy terrain
cherubs hours late already
when you die sang magdelena
yet the wall continues
referring to duration
4.
julie invented a perpetual motion machine
powered by gingerbread

7.
objects are events
shadows like uniforms
image appears- i see myself

calling it time
between the potential
and actual
world or world
forced to recreate
every goddamn heavenly body
owing

howie good

Family History
A guard with the dancing eyes of a drunk
asks a man who has just been herded off
the train to choose who should be shot first,
the man’s wife or their crying week-old baby,
while the other guards look on in amusement,
and enraged cows roam in the background
with knives in their backs to make slaughtering easy.

maxine kollar
Pause…For Effect
I wrote a story and had a character pause…for effect
This was done in an obvious, manipulative way
I wondered if all pauses…for effect were as disingenuous
We leave that gap, that space to let the other fill their lungs
With anticipation, awe, fear, something else
We wave that air below their noses and watch it waft into their nostrils
We hang it over their head and watch the curved vertebrae
Reaching for the meaning, the knowledge, the finality
Watch a storyteller pause…for effect and see the strings
Shoot from his eyes like a tazer to make his victim shudder
Watch a mother call a child’s name and pause…for effect
Like a timeless time-out in a corner standing on one foot
Next time you pause…for effect
Understand…
What you’re doing

cristina nualart

A Poem spanning two countries, and a couple of years, by Cristina Nualart
ESPACIOTIEMPO SPACETIME

¿Para qué sirve el tiempo?
Para desintegrar relojes,
desatomizar doce numeros
y desflechar las agujas.
Tiempo inútil.
Tiempo corteza
y yema de huevo.
Tiempo viejo y nuevo
destiñe el mundo.
Pierdo el rumbo
descarto lo que no sirve
no pierdo
el tiempo
descarto lo que no sirve.
No ato lo que se escapa.
Tiempo
inútil
ilusionista en paro.
Estafador tramposo
homenajeado en el día
de su muerte (noche)
por contentos contantes
sin días contados.

What’s the use of time?
To disintegrate clocks,
de-atomize twelve numbers
and unarrow the hands.
Useless time.
Crust of time
and gold yolk.
Time told and nude
desaturates the world.
I loose track
I discard the lack
I don’t waste
The time
I discard the purposeloss.
I don’t bind the ties.
Time
useless
illusionist on the dole.
Cheating trickster,
paid homage to on the day
of his death (night)
by content counters
free of counted days.

john porter

Dating
You didn't tell me you were dead,
she said
on what was already the fourth date. It
wasn't relevant and we never passed
any mirrors. She looked
right through, I thought the sex was kind of wispy
but blamed that on the wine OK I like you
I'm not saying let's stop this. It's just
I've never. What? been with a ghost?
yeah, well we're just caught in a moment
imprints still swirling did you not wonder
why I had no smell? No, I liked your
soft voice and one shirt seemed charming. When
did you? Die?
I'm not sure I just sort of woke here, like a bruise on
a layer of onion. Can you stay? I want to
I'm trying to cling on to the air
and not drift off, chased by those dogs
who yap away at the breeze.

grant tarbard

The Last of Us
We are the weightless two in two places
at once, we are just atoms tumbling down
a rabbit hole when the tide pulls us in
to spilled ink Rorschach forms pressed in clover.
The Moon is an angler fish that swallows
stray souls and mourns the dead. My heart is an
ear and I hear them ascending on strings
into a shiver of the opaque room.
Steal the edelweiss wreath on my grave, love,
give away my clothes, give away the bones
of me, my ghost of a face dissipates
into the ceiling entwined no more with
the plaster of my flesh, I feel the Moon’s
kiss on my cheek. You are the last of us.

phil wood
Many Things Are Writing
The spider in the dust mulls over
the cartography of dark corners.
Granddad dips soldiers in runny egg
and adds a ketchup blob for effects.
I brew his tea the colour of mud
in trenches. A lamp's long-life bulb
flickers its death to a frantic moth.
I charcoal toast, scrape it, spread buttery
oceans. A wasp, amazed by Murano
figurines, headbutts glass - mesmerized
into the frying pan. It sizzles.
I treat granddad to a crispy buzz.
So many things will ink the blank pages
to stories where a solitude maps.

